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The challenge
Enterprise attack surfaces are growing exponentially as 
connected assets proliferate across networks. And while 
visibility has always been essential for managing security 
and IT operations, as environments become more complex, 
real-time visibility of every device on the network—
including servers, workstations, IoT, OT, IoMT, mobile and 
cloud assets—has become paramount for maintaining a 
robust security posture. 

The problem is that many types of IP-enabled assets, 
such as IoT and OT devices, can’t be supported with EDR, 
patching, or vulnerability management initiatives due to 
operating system and other design constraints. Moreover, 
even IT assets may be missing or have misconfigured 
agents. And assets with internet-facing vulnerabilities are 
ripe for compromise by attackers looking for an easy door 
into a corporate network. 

To eliminate cumbersome manual data-gathering and 
correlation efforts on overstretched security teams and 
better control the attack surface, CISOs are increasingly 
turning to extended detection and response (XDR) 
solutions. XDR is a comprehensive approach to security 
that combines multiple data types and sources to give 
analysts a complete picture of what is happening across an 
organization’s attack surface. They combine the features of 
solutions for protecting endpoints, networks, the cloud, and 
other attack vectors into a comprehensive approach. And 
the most robust XDR approaches rely on unified visibility, 
deep asset intelligence, and real-time behavioral context to 
maximize protections. 

SOLUTION BRIEF

Minimize the enterprise 
attack surface with 
Armis and SentinelOne

Integration snapshot

The Armis integration for SentinelOne Singularity 

XDR integration provides: 

Real-time visibility of every IT, OT, IoT, IoMT, 

mobile and cloud asset in the enterprise 

Orchestrations that help accelerate threat 

response times 

Automations that reduce burdens on the 

security team 

Key Benefits

Gain unified visibility of assets and asset  

risk with consolidated visibility of managed 

and unmanaged assets that includes deep 

asset intelligence 

Accelerate triage by automatically  

enriching SentinelOne with Armis device 

and threat context to inform and accelerate 

investigation processes

Reduce the attack surface by enriching 

Ranger asset fingerprinting with Armis context 

to understand and isolate unmanaged and 

potentially risky devices



The solution

Armis integration for SentinelOne Singularity XDR.

Armis and SentinelOne have partnered to deliver unified 
asset intelligence, threat enrichment, and attack surface 
reduction for enterprise security teams.

SentinelOne Singularity XDR unifies and extends 
protection, detection, investigation, and response 
capabilities across the entire enterprise, providing 
security teams with centralized end-to-end enterprise 
visibility, powerful analytics, and automatable response 
across the technology stack.The Armis platform is 
the industry’s most comprehensive asset intelligence 
platform, providing unified asset intelligence and superior 
security for organizations that need to protect against 
unseen operational and cyber risks, increase efficiencies, 
optimize use of resources, and safely innovate with new 
technologies to grow the business. Together, Armis and 
SentinelOne provide unparalleled XDR capabilities. 

Armis learns and tags the specific use of every asset, 
including like devices used for different purposes. It also 
continuously maps connections and communications 
between assets and services, learning the relationships 
and dependencies between, and the importance of, assets 
across your environment. Through the Armis Collective 
Asset Intelligence Engine, the industry’s first collective 
engine that tracks and analyzes attributes of over 2 
billion assets worldwide, Armis even detects behavioral 
anomalies. 
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SentinelOne’s patented Storyline observes all concurrent 
processes within all major operating systems and cloud 
workloads to connect dots between related events and 
activities to build further context. Distributed intelligence 
watches each Storyline to drive instantaneous protection 
against advanced attacks.

Overall, the integration enables unified, real-time visibility 
of every IT, OT, IoT, IoMT, mobile and cloud asset in 
the environment along with orchestrations that help 
accelerate threat response times and automations that 
reduce burdens on the security team so they can focus on 
complex security issues and proactive maintenance. 

Gain unified visibility of assets and 
asset risk
SentinelOne enriches Armis with device metadata and 
application inventory for deep visibility into SentinelOne-
managed endpoints. SentinelOne endpoints appear within 
the Armis console with real-time endpoint health, device 
characteristics, and application inventory. Broad coverage 
of device types between SentinelOne and Armis provides 
a real-time source of asset inventory and risk. Application 
inventory from SentinelOne feeds into the contextual risk 
scores in Armis (for example, notifying Armis of an endpoint 
with a vulnerable version of Adobe Flash). And context from 
SentinelOne Storyline complements Armis risk models to 
help you better understand, prioritize, and act on the most 
critical vulnerabilities in the environment. 



Accelerate threat response with XDR 
context enrichment
Automatically enrich SentinelOne-identified threat 
information with additional asset intelligence and context 
from Armis. The additional context consolidates the 
triage workflow, eliminating the need for security analysts 
to search across multiple consoles. Instead of wasting 
precious minutes, hours, or even days hunting down 
information security analysts can focus on rapid responses 
to attacks and minimizing damages. 
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Increase network visibility and 
control
SentinelOne Singularity Ranger provides visibility into 
unmanaged and potentially malicious devices (for example, 
user endpoints, servers, and IoT assets) on the network. 
Armis collects additional information on connected assets 
that can enrich and tag assets in Ranger with additional 
metadata. Context from Armis helps close visibility gaps 
and improve the quality of data within SentinelOne. 
With Ranger, admins can build policies to isolate or 
quarantine unmanaged devices from communicating with 
SentinelOne-managed endpoints. For example, admins can 
use tags applied by Armis to create policies in SentinelOne. 
If Armis tags an asset as an industrial control system (ICS), 
SentinelOne admins can isolate managed assets from 
directly communicating with the ICS asset to minimize the 
risk of lateral movement or malicious insider activity.

About Armis

Armis is the leading unified asset intelligence and security platform designed to address the new threat landscape that connected 
devices create. Fortune 1000 companies trust our real-time and continuous protection to see with full context all managed, 
unmanaged, and IoT devices, including medical devices (IoMT), operational technology (OT) and industrial control systems (ICS). 
Armis provides passive and unparalleled cybersecurity asset management, risk management, and automated enforcement. Armis is a 
privately held company and headquartered in San Francisco, California.
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Take XDR to the next level with 
Armis and SentinelOne
With the Armis integration for SentinelOne Singularity 
XDR enterprises can leverage best-in-breed XDR and 
asset management solutions to power unified security 
workflows. Shared intelligence and context helps security 
teams reduce the attack surface while accelerating incident 
investigation and triage.


